Analysis of a generalised growth equation shows that both the maximum growth rate of a microbial culture and the duration of the lag phase are related to each other and to the maximum growth. Similar relationships apply to growth expressions, such as the logistic and Gompertz models, that are special cases of the generalised model. Moreover, the same relationships are observed qualitatively in measurements of the growth of Salmonella species. These results may allow the characterisation of microbial growth with fewer parameters than is usually the case and imply the likelihood of a fundamental physiological interdependence between maximum growth rate, the duration of the lag time and the maximum growth.
Introduction
Microbial population growth in liquid culture is triphasic. An initial period of little growth (the lag phase) is followed by a phase of rapid growth (the exponential phase) which eventually ceases and the population enters stationary phase ( Figure 1 ). The lag phase is usually said to reflect the adaptation of the cells to the new environment and its duration λ is often used to reflect this process. The maximum growth rate µ m is measured from the exponential phase and the maximum growth k is observed in the stationary phase. The growth in the size of the population x(t) as a function of time t has been modelled using
where β is related to µ m , λ and k, and n > 0 and −1 < p ≤ 1/n are constants [11] modulating the detailed shape of the growth curve. For convenience, the solution to (1) is
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where the initial inoculum is x 0 = x(0) and t is the time following inoculation of the culture. Section 2 assumes that p > 0 (or that p → 0) in order to avoid the possible poles in (2) . This form of the generalised growth equation (1) is related to other models [6, 12] , and it incorporates several well known models as special cases. These include the logistic equation [13] , when n = 1 and
the Malthusian model [5] , if k → ∞ and p = 0
and the Gompertz model [4] , for which βn → β , n → 0 and p → 0
The Gompertz model is often used to obtain estimates of k, µ m and λ from microbial growth data [15] , but (1) has previously been used to model the growth of rats [11] and cultured mammalian cells [7] .
Of the parameters of interest to experimentalists (Figure 1 ), only k appears in (1) and (2) . The other parameters commonly used in the characterisation of microbial growth, µ m and λ, are derived from (1) and related to each other, k and x 0 . Here two implications are drawn from (1): k ∝ µ m λ and µ m ∝ 1/λ (Section 2). Moreover, these relationships are seen (Section 3) in at least some of the available microbial growth data, such as those in ComBase [1, 2] .
Parameter relationships
Expressions relating the maximum growth rate µ m and the duration of the lag phase λ as functions of β, k, x 0 , n and p are determined from (1) . From The maximum growth rate is the maximum value of x , which occurs when x = 0 and x 0 < x < k ,
and the term in braces depends only on n and p, so (3) is µ m = α(n, p)βk . For the logistic model α(1, p → 0) = 1/4 and for the Gompertz model α(n → 0, p → 0) = 1/e , as reported by Winsor [14] .
The lag time λ has been defined in at least two different ways: as the time at which the tangent to the exponential phase of the curve intersects x = x 0 [15] ; or as the time at which x is a maximum [3] . The former yields an awkward expression (except in specific cases), but the latter definition yields
where ρ is the x n value corresponding to the time at which the maximum of x occurs and is the smaller root of the quadratic in x
Since ρ depends only on k, x 0 , n and p, (4) is
which means, for example, that
C235 where a = (3 − √ 3)/(3 + √ 3), for the logistic model, so g(k, x 0 , 1, p → 0) increases with k.
Eliminating β from (3) and (6), yields
which defines the relationship implicit in (1) between the four experimentally relevant parameters. For the logistic model, an explicit form of (8) is
obtained by substituting (7) and α(1, p → 0) into (8) . In this case, µ m λ increases with k, as is also the case for the Gompertz model, although the expression is more complex.
Application to bacterial growth
The data shown in Figure 2 represent the growth of Salmonella species and illustrate some of the variation of k (6 < k < 12), µ m (0 h −1 < µ m ≤ 1 h −1 ) and λ (2 h ≤ λ ≤ 500 h). The parameters estimated from more than 100 growth curves are plotted in Figure 3 according to (8) . Most of the data conform to (8) , and in those instances that do not (the yellow squares in Figure 3 ) at least one parameter was not reliably estimated. Most of these cases involved unreliable estimates of k, which occurred because the stationary phase was poorly defined by the data, as exemplified by the two growth curves in Figure 2 with the highest µ m (the open squares and yellow diamonds).
The maximum growth rate µ m should be proportional to k, consistent with (3), because both parameters have been shown to depend on the energy utilised per unit growth [10] . Specifically, µ m is related to the ratio of the rate Figures 3 and 4) and in the quality of the data and the curves fitted to them [9] . The colour of the data points and the symbols used are intended only to differentiate between growth curves. 0.8 " (h) Figure 4 : Summary of the relationship between λ and µ m for 108 growth curves [1] (entry B092). The yellow squares represent those data excluded from the analysis in Figure 3 because at least one of the parameter estimates was not reliable.
of energy utilisation and the energy utilised per unit growth [10] . The maximum growth k depends on the composition of the medium and the efficiency with which the cells utilise the available energy to generate biomass [10] , although it is also influenced by other factors, such as the sensing of population density [8] .
Equation (8) indicates that µ m ∝ 1/λ , consistent with the data shown in Figure 4 . The duration of the lag phase λ is usually related to the adaptation of the cells to a new growth environment. Several factors could contribute to a prolonged lag phase, for example the cells used to inoculate the culture could be in a poor physiological state, the population could be dominated by slowgrowing cells or the environment might be unsuitable. In such circumstance the cells might well be expected to exhibit a low µ m .
Conclusion
The growth of bacteria (Figure 2 ) has been modelled using (1) , from which it has been shown that µ m ∝ k ((3) and Figure 3 ) and that µ m ∝ 1/λ ((8) and Figure 4 ). This implies that the faster a culture can grow µ m , the shorter the time required for the population to adapt to a new culture medium λ and the greater the extent of growth k. As (1) includes several common growth models as special cases, these relationships are also observed in commonly used models of microbial growth [15] . The experimental confirmation of these relationships would indicate that the processes of adaptation and growth are functionally interdependent and that microbial growth can be characterised with fewer parameters.
